
Scientist Feedback
- It would be helpful if for each analogy we have both sections open at each time

- If analogy 1 has the source domain open, so does analogy 2.
- Hide dislikes for filtering

- Don’t have people spam dislikes just to mess around
- For searching, is there a way we can incorporate more fields for searching

- Don’t constrain it to the misconception, make it to any field
- For us, this might be a challenge to implement

- Adding color would add strong visual anchors
- Can stress the important information

- Test for mobile
- We know this is going to mostly be a desktop application, but make sure mobile

views work
- Search bar
- Comparing pages

UX Consultant Feedback
- Maybe replace search with home or add dedicated home button

- Have a link to the home page
- Clarify what we are searching by

- Some indicator by the search field
- Small instruction box for comparing analogies
- Have success/error dialog come from the top

Team 5 Feedback
- Fix the toggling of the table when comparing analogies

- i.e., make the table only appear on one side when we have one analogy set to
compare.

- If we have time, maybe add images (Memes?)
- Consider other success/error indicators in the create/edit analogy page for colorblind

people
- Asterisks for required fields

Dr. Pastel
- Liked the highlight for tabs in create/edit analogy pages

- Maybe add an asterisk as well
- Same feedback as UX consultants and Dr. Bettin

- Search for more keywords
- Home page link
- Better workflow for comparing analogies
- Help page

- Suggests to not pursue adding media
- Will probably need a redesign



Overall TODOs
- Fix admin controller links & styling
- Searching analogies

- Clear search button
- Search by more fields
- Sort search page by likes
- Show/hide columns in search table
- Button to take you back to home search page

- Comparing analogies
- Mobile view accessibility
- Prevent table from toggling to each side

- Quality of life changes
- Help page
- “Login to favorite analogies” message on view page
- Confirm delete dialog
- Error page matches website style
- More color to the design
- Colorblind accommodation
- Hide dislikes
- Alert dialog on the top

- Mobile
- Make sure pages on mobile view are good


